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IG Post Planning Worksheet

NOTES:

IMAGE DESCRIPTION:

CAPTION:

HASHTAGS: PEOPLE/PRODUCT TAGS:

POST DATE: POST TIME:



8 IG Hashtag Tips to Remember

NOTES:

1. Do not use irrelevant hashtags. Keep in mind when using hashtags, if
someone following that hashtag sees something they don’t like they can click

“don’t show up for this hashtag”. If too many of your post are flagged, your
content will be shown less or not at all. 

2. Use relevant hashtags that relate to your brand, audience and/or industry.
Use hashtag apps and websites to search the most popular hashtags in your

industry. (See tip 6)
3. Business profiles track the effectiveness of your hashtags. If you want to

see how many impressions you’ve received from hashtags only, you have to
have a business profile. If you have a business profile, use the “View

Insights” button below your post and swipe up to see the full impression
results. 

4. To bring traffic to your story, use hashtags in your IG story. You are
allowed to use 10 hashtags MAX. Consider hiding your hashtags behind a

sticker, emoji or GIF to avoid clutter.
5. Don’t forget users can now follow hashtags. Be sure to create your own set

of brand hashtags. For example, under all Keep it Vertical content we add
#KeepYourSpiritLifted #KeepitVertical #TheMovement #IssaLifestyle 

6. Use All-Hashtag.com to find the most popular hashtags in your industry.
All-Hashtag is a web service that generates a list hashtags for any word you
search. Using All-Hashtag you can search for the most popular, random or

live hashtags, whichever you choose. 
7. Add hashtags links to your IG bio. 

8. Save hashtags for future use in your cell phone notes!


